There's No Better Starting Point Than the New Pitney Bowes FastPac® Inserting System

The FastPac® Inserting System, DI900/DI950 Series, is designed to handle a wide range of mailings quickly and accurately, even when you're doing complex applications such as multi-page statements, promotional mail with multiple inserts or credit card mailings. Applications include:

- **Financial**: bills, statements, purchase orders, checks
- **Healthcare**: lab reports, patient billing and statements
- **Legal**: class action notifications, client billing and statements
- **Marketing**: targeted inserts, promotions, direct mail
- **Employee communications**: paychecks, annual reports
- **Informational documents**: newsletters, announcements, product updates
- **Employee communications**: benefit statements

System Options

- **Pitney Bowes' mailing machine interface** with one-step insertion, weighing and meters
- **High-Capacity Sheet Feeder** with 1,000 sheet capacity, up to 2 modules per system
- **OptiFlow Belt Stacker** with a capacity of 1/2 of a finished mail. Also available as a dual stacker for combined letters and flats.
- **OptiFlow Tables** with 18", 30" and 42" extensions for configurations of various sizes; electric, height-adjustable
- **Stacker** for combined letters and flats. Also available as a dual stacker.
- **High Capacity Sheet Feeders**
- **OptiFlow Web Feeder**
- **Flexible Tower Feeder**
- **PacPilot**
- **Software Options**

Scan to learn more

Specifications

- **Material**: Envelopes, Inserts
- **Size**: From 5.56 x 2.99 to 14 x 6.5
- **Feeder Capacity**:
  - **Sheets**: Up to 500
  - **Envelopes**: Up to 75
  - **Inserts**: Up to 150
  - **Flat Envelopes**: Up to 100
  - **Dual Fold**: 200

Pitney Bowes is the world's leading provider of integrated mail and document management solutions. We apply advanced technology and process improvements to transform your mail and documents into powerful tools for streamlining business and connecting better with your customers. Our products and services range from document composition and addressing software to advanced mailing systems, presort services, payment solutions and shipping.

When You Connect With Your Customers You’ll Find That Growth Takes Care of Itself

Mail is your direct link to your customers. You want to make the most of it by harnessing the full power of mail. Add personalized inserts to your transactional mail. Use sophisticated direct marketing campaigns to target specific customer segments. Maybe add newsletters to the mix to keep both customers and employees connected. Now all you need is a system that can handle it.

The DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting System Can Be Built To Your Specific Needs

There are two main configurations for the DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting system. The DI900 configuration is ideal for businesses with less than 60 letters per minute, while the DI950 configuration is ideal for businesses with more than 60 letters per minute. The system can be expanded to meet your specific needs.

Software Options

- **Document Scanning**: Provides security, tamper tracking, reprinting and reporting
- **Document Scanning**: 1D Barcode (Ladder, Optical Mark Recognition [OMR])
- **Document Scanning**: 2D Barcode

System Performance.

Productivity.

Privacy.
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Mail is your direct link to your customers. You want to make the most of it by harnessing the full power of mail. Add personalized inserts to your transactional mail. Use sophisticated direct marketing campaigns to target specific customer segments. Maybe add newsletters to the mix to keep both customers and employees connected. Now all you need is a system that can handle it.

The DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting System Can Be Built To Your Specific Needs

High Capacity Sheet Feeders
OptiFlow Belt Stacker: under 2 modules per system.
Flexible Tower Feeder: with a capacity of 4´ of finished mail. Also available as a dual stacker for combined letters and flats.

Software Options

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
2D Barcode
1D Barcode (Ladder, Picket Fence)

Specifications

Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Envelopes</th>
<th>Inserts</th>
<th>Flat Envelopes</th>
<th>Flat Envelopes (2 Modules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 10.5” x 13”</td>
<td>Up to 10.5” x 13”</td>
<td>Up to 10.5” x 13”</td>
<td>Up to 5” x 13”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pitney Bowes in the world’s leading provider of integrated mail and document management solutions. We apply advanced technology and process improvements to transform your mail and documents into powerful tools for accelerating business and connecting better with your customers. Our products and services range from document composition tools and address-cleansing software to advanced mailing systems, presort services, payment solutions and shipping.


FastPac® Inserting System

DI900/DI950 Series
Your customer mailings has outgrown your current system’s capacity. Maybe you’re spending too much money outsourcing jobs in order to meet deadlines. Perhaps your mail operation is perceived as slow and unresponsive.

**Fast, Flexible, Reliable, Easy to Use**

**Integrity**

**Manage Data Flow with Speed and Precision**

**Your Inserting System**

**Telltale Signs That You’ve Outgrown Your Inserting System**

- **Backlogs** – You find yourself outsourcing jobs you should be able to handle in-house or making in-house modifications from other departments to help process mail.
- **Downtime** – All work stops while you reprogram and reload the system.
- **Wasted Effort** – Incomplete document sets, damaged inserts or out-of-order pages force you to redo work you’ve already done.
- **Manual Processing** – Complex mailings with variable pages throw your system for a loop, forcing you to stuff envelopes by hand or turn to an outside mail-service provider.
- **Undeliverable Mail** – You’re getting more and more returned mail because of inaccurate, incomplete or old addresses.
- **Multi-Step Operations** – You find yourself running separate jobs to accommodate different materials – flats, letter-size envelopes, multiple-size sheets.
- **Downtime** – You’ve hit your system’s capacity. Maybe you’re spending too much money outsourcing jobs.
- **Volume** – You’re doing larger and more complex mailings to reach more customers and grow your business. But you’ve hit some rough spots.

**Backlogs**

**Downtime**

**Wasted Effort**

**Manual Processing**

**Undeliverable Mail**

**Multi-Step Operations**

You’re using too much money outsourcing jobs in order to meet deadlines. Perhaps your mail operation is perceived as slow and unresponsive.

**Gain Speed and Precision with the Pitney Bowes DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems**

**Intelligent Upgrades**

**Document Scanning**

**SureTrac® Software**

To help to ensure that sensitive documents like reimbursement checks, paychecks and medical bills, checks, credit card statements or promotional material with variable number of pages, you can be confident that each mailpiece is assembled with barcode or 2D scanning ensures that each mailpiece is assembled accurately. A secure barcode or 2D scanning ensures that each mailpiece is assembled accurately. You can be confident that each mailpiece is assembled accurately. You can be confident that each mailpiece is assembled accurately.

**Our Optional SureTrac™ Software**

**Our Optional SureTrac™ Software**

**Telltale Signs That You’ve Outgrown Your Inserting System**

- **Backlogs** – You find yourself outsourcing jobs you should be able to handle in-house or making in-house modifications from other departments to help process mail.
- **Downtime** – All work stops while you reprogram and reload the system.
- **Wasted Effort** – Incomplete document sets, damaged inserts or out-of-order pages force you to redo work you’ve already done.
- **Manual Processing** – Complex mailings with variable pages throw your system for a loop, forcing you to stuff envelopes by hand or turn to an outside mail-service provider.
- **Undeliverable Mail** – You’re getting more and more returned mail because of inaccurate, incomplete or old addresses.
- **Multi-Step Operations** – You find yourself running separate jobs to accommodate different materials – flats, letter-size envelopes, multiple-size sheets.
- **Downtime** – You’ve hit your system’s capacity. Maybe you’re spending too much money outsourcing jobs.
- **Volume** – You’re doing larger and more complex mailings to reach more customers and grow your business. But you’ve hit some rough spots.

**Backlogs**

**Downtime**

**Wasted Effort**

**Manual Processing**

**Undeliverable Mail**

**Multi-Step Operations**
Gain Speed and Precision with the Pitney Bowes DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems

**Fast, Flexible, Reliable, Easy to Use**

**Operate More Efficiently**
The DI900/DI950 are designed to keep running smoothly. Running large volume, complex mailings is easy with the DI900/DI950. The FastPac® user interface allows you to program your inserts and adjust your settings on-the-fly, eliminating costly reprogramming. It’s easy to assemble and operate, even in high-volume environments. Whether it’s complex transactional mail such as multi-page statements and bills, checks, credit card statements or promotional material with multiple inserts, the DI900/DI950 does it all. It accepts envelopes and flats in a wide range of sizes. It even permits multiple folded sets in one envelope and into any folds from set to set. Add stackers and high-capacity sheet and envelope feeders for even greater flexibility.

**Handles a Wide Variety of Jobs**
Whether it’s complex transactional mail such as multi-page statements and bills, checks, credit card statements or promotional material with multiple inserts, the DI900/DI950 does it all. It accepts envelopes and flats in a wide range of sizes. It even permits multiple folded sets in one envelope and into any folds from set to set. Add stackers and high-capacity sheet and envelope feeders for even greater flexibility.

**Ensures Each Piece is Done Right**
Our optional SureTrac™ software with bar code or 2D scanning ensures that each mailpiece is assembled correctly. Don’t worry too much about sensitive documents of compliance because the Process Verification feature detects missing, duplicated or out-of-order pages and even keeps detailed electronic job records, step-by-step and piece-by-piece.

**Makes Complex Jobs Easy**
Supervisors don’t love complicated. The FastPac® user interface makes operations as simple as using a copier. Available in 23 languages, the FastPac® shows you where materials go and how to load them. It can store up to 26 programmed jobs. The SureTrac® feature ensures hose to run a job based upon the materials that have been loaded, saving significant operator programming time.

**Intelligent Upgrades**

**Address Correction Software**
To help to ensure that sensitive materials like reimbursement checks, paychecks and medical information go to the intended recipient, consider incorporating address correction software into your workflow. It seamlessly integrates with the DI900/DI950 and corrects and updates addresses for improved delivery.

**Move Update Software**
Add optional Move Update Software to the DI900/DI950 to comply with postal update standards, ensure more timely communications to your customers, and ease in reducing your “undeliverable as addressed” mail.

**Document Scanning**
Scan with 1D and 2D barcodes and Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) codes to control what is inserted into each envelope. Always add inserts selectively for targeted marketing campaigns. Run jobs with a variable number of pages, eliminating costly and error–prone manual sorting.

**SureTrac™ Software**
To get the most out of your DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems, think about adding SureTrac™ software for unprecedented levels of integrity and total tracking and reporting capabilities. Features include:

- SureTrac™ Software
- Production Reports
- Enables Corresponeing Managers to measure operator efficiency and document job completion times to facilitate departmental charge backs.

**Telltale Signs That You’ve Outgrown Your Inserting System**

- **Backups** — You find yourself outsourcing jobs you should be able to handle in-house or making in-rushes from other departments to help process mail.
- **Downtime** — All work stops while you reprogram and reload your system.
- **Wasted Effort** — Incomplete document sets, damaged inserts or out-of-order pages force you to redo work you’ve already done.
- **Manual Processing** — Complex mailings with variable pages throw your system for a loop, forcing you to staff envelopes by hand or to turn to an outside mail-service provider.
- **Undeliverable Mail** — You’re getting more and more returned mail because of inaccurate, incomplete or old addresses.
- **Multi-Stop Operations** — You find yourself running separate jobs to accommodate different materials — flats, letter-size envelopes, multiple-size sheets.

**Path to Business Growth**

- **Easy to Use**
- **Fast, Flexible, Reliable**
- **Easy to Use**

**Integrates with SureTrac™ Software**
The DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems think about adding SureTrac™ software for unprecedented levels of integrity and total tracking and reporting capabilities. Features include:

- Production Reports
- Enables Corresponding Managers to measure operator efficiency and document job completion times to facilitate departmental charge backs.

**Our Fully Integrated Inserting Solution**
治理体系 you a straightforward path to Business Growth with our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once scaled to completion, you can issue any existing or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.

**Easy to Use**

- **Fast, Flexible, Reliable**
- **Easy to Use**

**Integrates with SureTrac™ Software**
The DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems think about adding SureTrac™ software for unprecedented levels of integrity and total tracking and reporting capabilities. Features include:

- Production Reports
- Enables Corresponding Managers to measure operator efficiency and document job completion times to facilitate departmental charge backs.

**Our Fully Integrated Inserting Solution**
治理体系 you a straightforward path to Business Growth with our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once scaled to completion, you can issue any existing or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.
Gain Speed and Precision with the Pitney Bowes DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems

Fast, Flexible, Reliable, Easy to Use

Operates More Efficiently
The DI900/DI950 are designed to keep running and running... and running. Both systems run jobs with variable numbers of pages, eliminating costly manual sorting. You can link multiple feeders to increase capacity and reduce downtimes. You can even reload material while the system is running. All up to 5,400 mail pieces an hour, the DI900/DI950 is the fastest system of its size. For further productivity and line production, it also connects with Pitney Bowes high-volume mailing systems. Now that's efficient!

Handles a Wide Variety of Jobs
Whether it's complex transactional mail such as multi-page statements and bills, checks, credit card statements or promotional material with multiple inserts, the DI900/DI950 does it all. It accepts envelopes and flats in a wide range of sizes. It even permits multiple folded sets in one envelope and sorts the folders from set to set. Add stickers and high-capacity self-envelope feeders for even greater flexibility.

Ensures Each Piece is Done Right
Our optional SureTrac™ software with barcode or 2D scanning ensures that each envelope is assembled accurately. Don't worry too much about sensitive documents or compliance because the Process Verification feature detects missing, duplicated or out-of-order pages and even keeps detailed electronic job records, step-by-step and piece-by-piece.

Makes Complex Jobs Easy
Supposedly that's more complicated. The FastPac® user interface is as easiest as using a copier. Available in 23 languages, the FastPac® shows you where materials go and how to load them. It can store up to 26 preprogrammed jobs. The Swift Start™ feature senses how to run a job based upon the materials that have been loaded, saving significant operator programming time.

Intelligent Upgrades
Address Correction Software
To help to ensure that sensitive materials like reimbursement checks, paychecks and medical information go to the intended recipient, consider incorporating address correction software into your workflow. It seamlessly integrates with the DI900/DI950 and corrects and updates addresses for improved delivery.

Move Up Software
Add optional Move Up Software to the DI900/DI950 to comply with postal move update standards, ensuring more timely communications to your customers, and save you reduce your “undeliverable as addressed” mail.

SureTrac™ Software
To get the most out of DI900/DI950 FastPac® Inserting Systems, think about adding SureTrac™ software for unprecedented levels of integrity and total tracking and reporting capabilities. Features include: Document Scanning, Document Processing, Production Reporting and Process Verification.

Document Scanning
Scans both 1D and 2D barcodes and Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) codes to control what is inserted into each envelope. Allows you to add inserts selectively for targeted marketing campaigns. Run jobs with a variable number of pages, eliminating costly and error–prone manual sorting.

PacPilot™ Software
To help to ensure that sensitive materials get to the right recipient, consider incorporating PacPilot™ software into your workflow. It seamlessly integrates with the DI900/DI950 and improves the accuracy of mail processing and reduces downtime.

SureTrac™ Process Verification
With our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once a job is complete, you can scan any remaining or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.

Easy to Use

Fast, Flexible, Reliable,
Easy to Use

FastPac® User Interface

SureTrac™ Software
Integrates with the DI900/DI950 to allow you to add inserts selectively for targeted marketing campaigns. Run jobs with a variable number of pages, eliminating costly and error–prone manual sorting.

SureTrac™ Process Verification
With our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once a job is complete, you can scan any remaining or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.

PacPilot™ Software
To help to ensure that sensitive materials get to the right recipient, consider incorporating PacPilot™ software into your workflow. It seamlessly integrates with the DI900/DI950 and improves the accuracy of mail processing and reduces downtime.

SureTrac™ Process Verification
With our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once a job is complete, you can scan any remaining or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.

SureTrac™ Process Verification
With our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once a job is complete, you can scan any remaining or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.

SureTrac™ Process Verification
With our SureTrac™ Process Verification, once a job is complete, you can scan any remaining or damaged pieces to ensure your entire print run was processed correctly.
to make the most of it by harnessing the full power of mail. Add personalized inserts to your transactional mail. Use sophisticated direct marketing campaigns to target specific customer segments. Maybe add mail. Use sophisticated direct marketing campaigns to target specific customer segments. Maybe add personalized inserts to your transactional mail. Use sophisticated direct marketing campaigns to target specific customer segments.

Customers You’ll Find That
Growth Takes Care of Itself

There’s No Better Starting Point
Than the New Pitney Bowes FastPac® Inserting System

The FastPac® Inserting System, DI900/DI950 Series, is designed to handle a wide range of mailings quickly and accurately, even when you’re doing complex applications such as multi-page statements, promotional mail with multiple inserts or credit card mailings.

Applications include:
• Financial: bills, statements, purchase orders, checks
• Healthcare: lab reports, patient billing and statements
• Legal: class action notifications, check, client billing and statements
• Marketing: targeted inserts, promotions, direct mail campaigns, brochures, catalogs
• Informational documents: newsletters, announcements, product updates
• Employee communications: benefit statements, paychecks, annual reports
• Technical support: installation guides, software updates

Not only does the DI900/DI950 make your customer communication more efficient, it’s versatile enough to serve many different departments – marketing, accounting, employee benefits – with different mailing needs that sometimes overlap.

The DI900/DI950 works seamlessly with Pitney Bowes’ document management software so you can be confident that each envelope contains the correct documents. And it’s simple enough for anyone to use.

System Options
Pitney Bowes’ making machine interface with one-step insertion, weighing and metering.

High-Capacity Sheet Feeder

Flexible Tower Feeder

High-Capacity Envelope Feeder

Scan to learn more
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Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Feeder Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheets</td>
<td>Up to 0.5 x 0.5˝</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inserts</td>
<td>From 5” x 3” to 11” x 4.5”</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envelopes</td>
<td>Up to 10.5” x 5.5”</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Envelopes</td>
<td>Up to 13” x 17”</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold Types: C, C-2, Double</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Envelope Inserting: 25 Sheets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Envelope Thickness: 0.1˝</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Noise: 72 dBA Maximum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly volumes up to 120,000 pieces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly volumes up to 208,000 pieces with DIP-EM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Software Options

Document Scanning

Document Scanning provides security, simplify, meter tracking, re-printing and reporting.

Document Scanning

• Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
• 1D Barcode (Ladder, Optical Mark Recognition)
• 2D Barcode (QR Code, PDF417, Data Matrix, MaxiCode)

Scan to learn more
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Pitney Bowes is the world’s leading provider of integrated mail and document management solutions. We apply advanced technology and process improvements to transform your mail and documents into powerful tools for advertising, communicating and connecting better with your customers. Our products and services range from document printing and addressing software to automated mailing systems, presort services, payment solutions and shipping.